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1. Introduction. In [1], DeMarr proved he existence theorem
of common fixed po,ints for eo.mmuing nonexpansive mappings:
D be a no,nempy eo.mpae eo.nvex subset o.f a Banaeh space. If
T (i J, J is an index se) are eo.mmuting nonexpansive mappings of
D into itself, then T, i J, have a eommo.n fixed po.in in D. Now we
are interested in the constructing process o.f a sequence which co,n-

verges to, a eommo.n fixed po.int. From this po.in o,f view, Ishikawa
[8] and Kuhfittig [4] have shown the following theorems respectively.

Theorem A (Ishikawa []). Let D be compact eonve subset of
a Banach space, and let {T i=1,2, ..., k} be a finite family of com-
muting nonexpansive self-mappings of D (i.e., IITx--Tyl]<=llx--Yll for
all x, y e D and TT=TT for all i, ]= 1, 2, ., k).

Then =F(T)=/= and the sequence {x} converges to a point in
{-= F(T) as n--, where x is defined by

[I]_, [S I]:-- [S_,... [S [I,’-- [S. I]-- S]]... ]]] x
with S=(1--)I+T, 0<<1 (i=1,2,...,It), and F(T) stands for
the set of fixed points of T.

Theorem B (Kuhfittig [4]). Let D be a compact convex subset of
a strictly convex Banach space, and let T:i=I, 2,...,/c be a finite
family of nonexpansive self-mappings of D with a nonempty set of
common fixed points. Define the mappings U=(1-,)I+,TU_ for
0<<1, i= 1, 2, ., k with Uo=I, the identity mapping. Then for
any point x e D, the sequence {Ux} converges to a point in 0= F(T)
a8 ----oo.

Comparing these two, theorems, though in Theorem A the assump-
tion o.f strict convexity o,f Banach space in B is remo.ved, the condition
.o.f co.mm.uting mappings is stro.nger than that o.f existence o.f commo.n
fixed po.ints ([1]), and further the iteration method in A is more com-
plicated than that in B. The purpose of this paper is to present
another simple iteration process for a common fixed point under
slightly weaker assumptions than those in B.

We here note that in the case of a single mapping T (i.e.
Ishikawa showed the following iteration methods without any assump-
tion on convexity. We shall later make use of this.
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Theorem C (Ishikawa [2]). Let D be a closed subset of a Banach
space X and le$T be a nonexpansive mapping from D into a compact
subset of X. Suppose tha a point x e D and a sequence {t}:__ satisfy
the conditions = t= c, O=t<=b1 and x e D for all positive
integer n, where {x}:= is defined by
( l ) x+=(1-tn)x+tTxn.
Then F(T)=/= and {Xn} converges to a point in F(T) as n-c.

2. Iteration methods of nonexpansive mappings. Now we shall
show a.n itera.tion process for common fixed points of nonexpa.nsive
mappings. We first prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let D be a closed subset of a Banach space X and let
{T, :i--1,2, ..., k} be a finite family of nonexpansive mappings from
D into a compact subset of X. Suppose that a point xeD and a
sequence {a}=o satisfy the conditions" Oal for i=0,1, ...,k,
--o a= 1 and x e D for all positive integer n, where {x}:__ is defined
by
( 2 ) Xn+l-aoXn-= a,T,x.
Then the sequence {Xn} converges to a point y such that
(3) =a,T,y= a,yi=l

Proof. Putting a=a,/(1--ao), i= 1, 2, ., k, (2) may be expressed
as follows

x =aoX+ (1 ao) = a,T,xn
.., 1. Since the mappings T,with 0<a< 1, i= 1, 2, k and

__
a,=

i=1,2,...,k, are nonexpansive mappings from D into a compact
subset of X and x e D for all positive integer n, T "--,= aT, maps
D into a compact subset of X. Therefore Theorem. C may be appli-
cable, thus we have F(,= aT,)=/= and the sequence {x} of (2) con-
verges to a y e F(= aT,) D which implies = a,T,y=

__
a,y.

Lemma 2. Let X be a strictly convex Banach space and let y,,
i=l, 2, ., k, be any elements of X. Suppose that y== a,y, with
0<a,<l, i=1,2,..., k, = a,=l and there is at least an element y,
such that y,=/=y. Then we have
( 4 ) Ilyll<max {lly, for all y, such that

Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction. When k=2 the
assertion is true by the definition of strict convexity. Suppose that
the assertion is true for any k-1 elements of X. Since
( 5 ) y== a,y,=ay+(1-a)

__
ay,

1, if y y, then we havewith a,=a,/(1-a), i 2, 3, ...,
’= 1 Hence by they== ay with some y=/=y, i=2, 3, ..., k, =a

assumption of induction, (4) or y, i=2,3, ...,k, is true. If yvey,
then= ay=/=y. Otherwise, y--y by (5). Therefore again by the
assumption of induction we have
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<:max (llYl], max (IlY[]" for all y:y, i-2, 3, ..,
This completes the proof.

Making use of these lemmas we shall show the following main
theorem.

Theorem 1o Let D be a closed subset of a strictly convex Banach
space X and (T" i-1, 2, ..., k} be a finite family of nonexpansive p-
pings from D into a compact subset of X such that :F(T).
Suppose that a point x e D and a sequence {a}:0 satisfy the conditions
in Lem 1. Then the sequence {x} defined by (2) converges to an
element y e:F(T).

Proof. We have proved in Lemma 1 that the sequence {x} con-
verges to an element y e : F(T) satisfying (3). Putting a
=a/(1--ao) for i= 1, 2, ., k, this implies
(6) y=:aTy with 0<a<l, :a 1.
On the other hand, from. the assumptions of :F(T) and non-
expansiveness of T, there exists an element w’Tw=w for i=1,2,
.., k, and we have

( 7 Ty-w y--w for i= 1, 2, ..., k.
Now we wish to show y e: F(T). Suppose not, then there exists
a% least a. Ty such that TyCy. Since X is strictly convex, Lemma 2
is applicable to Ty-w, i= 1, 2, ., k and y-w instead of y, i= 1, 2,
.., k and y respectively. Thus from. (6) and (7) we have

y-w [[= : a(Ty- w)[[
<max { Ty-w" Ty y} y-w .

This contradiction shows Ty y for all i= 1, 2, ., k, which completes
the proof.

Generalizing Mann’s iteration method M(x,, t, T) ([2], [5]) for a
single mapping T to the case of a family of nonexpansive mappings,
we may extend Theorem 1 to the following.

Theorem 2. Let D be a closed subset of a strictly convex Banach
space X and let {T" i=l, 2, ., k} be a finite family of nonexpansive
mappings from D into a compact subset of X such that F(T)i=l

Suppose that a point x e D and a sequence {t} satisfy the conditions"
Ogt b<1 for any positive integer n, : t and further x e D
for all n. Here x is defined by

t Tx for n= l 2,( s ) x+=(-t)x+ ....
Then the sequence {x} converges to a common fixed point of T,
i=1, 2, ...,k.

The proof is based on the following lemma instead of Lemma 1.
Lemma 1’. Let D and {T" i= 1, 2, ., k} be the same as in Lemma
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1. For any sequence (t). such that O_t<=bl, ,t,--, we
define the sequence (xn)-_l by (8). If x, e D for all positive integer n,
then x converges to a point y D that satisfies

1( 9 ) Y=- --1 Ty.

As in the proof of Lemma 1, putting T "--(1/k) , T, then T is
nonexpansive. Therefore we can apply Theorem C to this T, which
shows F((1/k) ffi T):/: and (Xn) converges to a y F((1/k)

__
T).

This implies (9).
Proof of Theorem 2. By making use of Lemmas 1’ and 2 in the

place of Lemmas 1 and 2 in the proof of Theorem, 1, we can prove the
theorem in the same way of Theorem. 1. Therefore we omit it.
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